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BOOK REVIEW 
By 

Charles E. Weber 

Danger: Extremism / The Major Vehicles and Voices on Amer-\ 
lea's Far-Right Fringe, a Publication of the Anti-Defamation League. * 
(823 United Nations Plaza, New York, N Y 10017, 1996.) XII+308 ' 
Pages. $19.95 -t- $3.90 postage and handling. 

The powerful, well-financed Anti-Defamation League, founded 
in 1913, has its national office at a prestigious address in New York, 
an office in Washington and no less than thirty regional and satellite 
offfices in various parts of the United States, as well as offices in Je
rusalem and Canada. These offices are listed on the very last page of 
the book. The huge financial resources of the A D L are obvious from 
this list. By stark contrast, the financial resources of the individuals 
and organizations which the A D L attacks in this book are minuscule 
by comparison. The activities of the A D L seem analogous to using a 
gun designed for killing elephants to shoot a squirrel. Further evi
dence of the lavish financial backing of the A D L is the extensive list
ing of its publications that have appeared just since 1988 (pages 
294-295). Earlier editions of Danger: Extremism appeared in 1983 
and 1988. 

One of the obvious objectives of this book is causing Jews in the 
United States to fear and distrust their host population and thus 
making them willing to contribute to Jewish organizations such as 
the A D L . Another obvious objective is promoting ethnic solidarity 
and racial awareness amongst Jews in the United States, whose 
ethnic identity is being diluted by intermarriage and other factors. 

In the United States Jews and their well-financed organizations 
have an almost unbelievable power and influence, perhaps gi-eater 
than those in any other country in the recent history of the wcjrld 
with the possible exception of Soviet Russia, where Jews played a 
devastating role against the Aryan middle and upper classes as well 
as against the most productive farmers. President Clinton is one of 
the most obvious manifestations of that power and influence. He has 
appointed two Jews to the Supreme Court, thus causing that power
ful body'to have a 22% Jewish membership. The Departments of 
State, Ti'easury, Defense and (especially ironically) Agriculture are 
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now headed by Jews appointed by Clinton. A host of Jews are also in 
key positions of the Federal government. (See "Clinton's Kosher 
Krowd" elsewhere in this issue.) Perhaps the chief sources of Jewish 
power in the United States are derived from virtually complete con
trol of motion picture production and network television. Jews are 
now grossly overrepresented in the United States Congress. Some of 
the most prestigious American universities now have faculties that 
are strongly disproportionally Jewish, Jewish power over lower lev
els of public education is manifested in the imposing of "Holocaust" 
courses and other forms of anti-Aryan indoctrination upon intellec
tually defenseless school children. Jews have such great political in
fluence that they are now blackmailing a whole Aryan land, 
Switzerland, by means of false or exaggerated claims against its re
spected banking industry, A striking, highly visible manifestation of 
Jewish power is the Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, a 
huge structure located near the small, modest memorials to Ameri
can soldiers who died in distant lands supposedly fighting for the 
welfare of the United States. This museum will no doubt stand for 
centuries as a constant reminder of Jewish political power in our 
times. 

Is it so astonishing that there have been a few courageous, patri
otic Ajyan Americans who have reacted negatively to Jewish power 
and its record of misuse, corruption and cruelty? The generally 
small-circulation periodicals which oppose the power of Jewish or
ganizations and the misuse of that power are almost analogous to a 
boy with a. peashooter trying to stop a tank. However, the fact that 
the boy has the courage to oppose the tank has its significance. 
There is also the consoling thought that the microscopic end of a pin 
can cause a huge, overinflated baloon to collapse. 

Let us now turn to the contents, general nature and organiza
tion of Danger: Extremism. The book commences v̂ dth an introduc
tion (pages V-Xn), In it are references to various current 
developments such as the bombing of the Alfred P, Murrah Federal 
Building in Oklahoma City on 19 April 1995, It is suggested that 
this act was inspired by The Turner Diaries, "a racist and anti-Se
mitic fantasy novel." Other concerns expressed in the Introduction 
are the growth of militias, the influence of David Duke and the pro-
Aryan use of the Computer Internet. ("One posting on a hate group 
Web site, at minimal expensive, can simultaneously reach a poten
tially unlimited audience around the world.") 

The Introduction is followed by chapters headed by summaries 
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in reddish-purple ink. These chapters, typically three or four pages 
in length, attack 59 individuals (pages 1-175), There then follow at
tacks on 36 pro-Aryan organizations (page 176-286), some of which 
are weak, divided, obscure or even defunct. Tliese attacks abound 
with such terms as "hate gi-oups," "pseudo-scientific," '*pseudo-intel-
lectual," '*pseudo-historical," "neo-Nazi," "Holocaust dem'al," "conspir
acy theories," "racist," "extremism," and of course "bigotry." 

Amongst the most important publishers and publications which 
Danger: Extremism attempts to denigrate are George Dietz (Liberty 
Bell), Ed Fields (The Truth At Last), Larence T. Patterson (Criminal 
Politics), Wilmot Robertson (Instauration), Hans Schmidt (GANPAC 
Brief), and Mark Weber (Journal of Historical Review). Even the re-
stramed American Renaissance, edited by Jared Taylor, is re
proached for recognizing genetically determined racial differences. 

One of the most valuable features of Danger: Extremism, no matter 
what might have been the intentions of the authors, lies in numerous 
quotations taken from a wide range of pro-Aryan publications. Perhaps 
the compilers of the book thou^t that the quotations that they selected 
would shock readers. But do they? Many of them are, in fact, reason
able arguments and ideas with which unprejudiced, thoughtfij readers 
could hardly disagree. Of course, the reader must bear in mind that 
most of the quotations are short and taken out of context. 

The authors of the book boast about the damage wliich has been 
done to the K u Klux Klan and its various splinter groups by means 
of litigations, in some of which the Anti-Defamation League has 
been a participant. They also claim that membership in such groups 
declined considerably, In the chapter on the Institute for Historical 
Review there is no mention of the fact that its offices were almost 
completely destroyed by arson in 1984. Such crimes demonstrate, of 
course, the importance and validity of revisionist history. 

How should pro-Aryan activists, individuals and groups react to 
this book? They should consult it for the valuable information in it 
which surveys the promising, idealistic activities of pro-Aryan individu
als and groups while bearing in mind the many unfair charac
terizations and statements in the book. One might even describe the 
book as a veritable encyclopaedia of pro-Aryan activities and thought in 
North America. If used pi-operly and with an appropriate perspective 
this book can be used as a valuable reference work. Above all it pre
sents encouraging evidence that at least some American Aryans are 
now cognizant of the threats to the survival of their race. • 
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E N V I R O N M E N T A L I S M versus 
IMMIGRATION: 

A n Aryan Overview 
By 

Eric Thomson 

The knowledgeable A r y a n observer can analyze ongoing 
issues from a racial perspective: is i t good or bad for Whites? 
Once we understand that this is our only relevant question, 
a l l matters and issues fall into their proper place i n the cos
mos. The jews have always asked, "is i t good for the jews?" 
This question is the basis of jewdsh sirrvival and success. It is 
also the basis of Ax-yan extinction and failure. It is high time 
that every White should ask himself, 'Is this good for Whites?" 
before making every decision. 

Is i t good for Whites to have expensive addictions? To be 
i n debt to jew banksters? To entrust our chi ldren to racial 
traitors and ahens? If you answer "no!" then i t is up to you to 
start defending Our Race by defending your own Aryan inter
ests. It is never too soon and never too late to think i n terms of 
Our Race: 'Ts i t good for Whites?" 

We cannot afford to take Our Race for granted. We cannot 
afford to subordinate A r y a n Survival to philosophical games 
and disembodied principles. Least of a l l should we place an 
alien cult of anti-Aryanism ahead of the sui-vival of Our Race, 
What good are A r y a n laws, A r y a n ideals and A r y a n inven
tions without Aryans? 

It is the bane of Our Race that we are prone to confuse 
means with ends. The only end toward which we must strive 
is the survival of Our Race. A l l issues, matters, principles, 
philosophies, laws, religions and activities must serve the 
White Race. If we do not put Our Race first, the jews wi l l con
tinue to exterminate us with.every means at their disposal, 
just as they have been doing for thousands of years. 

The Peloponnesian Wai-s extinguished Aryan Greece, just 
as World Wars I and II may have been the death knell of Ar-
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yan Europe—and beyond. The ancient wars between Sparta 
ang[ Athens and their allies were strikingly similar to the 
modem wars between Germany and Britain and their allies. 
In both genocidal conflicts, ancieiit and modern, the root 
cause was Jewish gold and Jewish control of Athens' and Brit
ain's money. La both cases Our Race was enslaved and annihi
lated on behalf of predatory Jewish money merchants. 
Although this was a "good" thing for jews, it was certainly not 
"good" for Aryans. One historical observer was given to com
ment about these ancient and modem wars with the epitaph, 
"Our Race We Slew For the Inner jew." This epitaph applies to 
millions upon millions of Whites who were slain by their fel
low Whites for millennia and whose bones lie scattered 
throughout the world in unmarked and unhonored graves. 

With the introduction of Christianity into White living 
space, Whites plunged into an internecine bloodbath of con
quest and forced conversion: "baptism or death!" A short time 
later, goaded by Christianity, the best of Our Race was squan
dered in the Crusades. Then came the Protestant version of 
Christianity and with it. The Thirty Years' War, which killed 
some two-thirds of White Europeans. 

The jevash strategy of 'divide and destroy' proceeded 
apace. Aryans were called upon to slay one another over such 
issues as "monarchy versus republicanism", "nationahsm ver-
sus imperialism", "clericalism versus Freemasonry", et al. 
Jewish power grew as Aryans slew one another in defense of 
or in pursuit of these nebulous phantoms. As if such divisive 
issues wei-e not enough to drain Our Race of its best blood, the 
jews added Marxism, the secular version of Christianity, to 
their witches' brew. Now, Aryans could be divided into many 
conflicting groups, including "communists versus capitalists'! 

Many Aryans are baffled when they learn that there are 
jews at the forefront in the promoting of every issue. There 
are even 'Jewish Nazis!" Erroneously, such Aryans conclude 
that "there is no Jewish conspiracy". These Aryans are tmly 
bafQed when they learn that one and the same jew actively 
supports BOTH sides of an issue, or ALL sides in a war. It is 
no secret that the Rothschilds and their ilk lend money to all 
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combatants in a conflict; nor is it any secret that jew-capital-
ists financed jew-communists from 1917 onwards. The talmu-
dic team of Marx and Engels promoted proletarian revolution 
wliile living like feudal barons off the profits of exploited la
bor. Judali Benjamin, Confederate Secretary of Treasmy, had 
no qualms at fleeing Southern Separatism to leap into the lap 
of British Imperialism, where he drafted The Articles of Con
federation, under which the British Crown ruled Canada. 
Such judeo-capitalists as Armand Hammer and the Rockefel
lers openly supported their supposed archenemies, the judeo-
communists. Rockefeller banksters bragged in full-page ads 
that their Moscow H.Q. was located at Number One Karl 
Marx Place! I was impressed by the fact that the Soviet radio 
in Moscow relied upon a jew named Posner for its English 
broadcasts, while the U.S. radio relied on another jew named 
Posner for commentary on Soviet broadcasts. Were there two 
Posners or just one? It was hard to teU any difference. 

These ostensible 'contradictions' in the Jewish natm-e even 
lead some Aryans to take pity on "the poor jews" who have be
come paranoid and schizophrenic becaiise of centimes of'per
secution". When an Aryan thinks racially, however, these 
'contradictions' vanish, for he has leai-ned to distinguish be
tween means and ends. The jew uses aH issues to achieve his 
end: enhancement of Jewish power. Just as a carpenter may 
use a saw, a drill, a plane and a hammer to achieve his de
sired result. When each tool has performed its task, it is set 
aaide and replaced by another. Politics, religions, pliiloso-
phies, economic programs, et al, are simply tools which the 
jew picks up or discards, according to his purpose. This ex
plains the current wardrobe change in the erstwhile Soviet 
Jewnion. Kosher commissars have swapped their uniforms 
for capitalist-style business suits. The wrapper is different, 
but the content remains the same. 

The Aryan religious writer, Savitri Devi, noted the sudden 
unification of all Dark Age forces against Germany's Aryan 
Renaissance: judeo-christianity, judeo-communism and judeo-
capitalism suddenly dropped their pretended antagonisms in 
an allout struggle against the Aryan Savior, Adolf Hitler. The 
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touted differences were the sham; the reahty was the eternal 
xinity of these Jewish creatures against The White Race. There 
is no more conflict between judeo-christianity, judeo-commu-
nism and judeo-capitalism than there is between a hammer, 
plane or saw! AH are means, not ends, as we have noted. 

I am reminded of a little chat I had with a Jewess, who 
had chosen to sit next to me on a bus. Although she never 
mentioned to me that she was Jewish, I can spot a jew without 
so much as donning a pair of those special sunglasses from 
that revealing movie, 'They Live!" We fell into a discussion 
about Africa. The Jewess was i n favor of "Black Rule". The 
Blacks were the majority, so the Whites must hand over 
power to them and get out, she opined. I not only agreed with 
her, but I said the same policy should be applied here in 
North America. Suddenly, she became a champion of "minor
ity rights"! I concluded by saying that the only consistency in 
heir argtmients was that she was anti-White. Thus ended the 
conversation. 'They Live, We Sleep," 

The antagonism one would anticipate between suph osten
sibly contradictory policies as 'no growth', environmentahsm 
and 'infinite growth' immigration is non-existent, to my 
knowledge. On the contrary, both policies are promoted by 
very much the same groups and individuals in the Zionist me
dia and government, as well as the schools and universities. 
Only a jew-wise racialist can discern the fact that these poK-
cies are not two opposing spear points, but two prongs of a 
spear which is aimed at the Aryan heart, We saw it first with 
Zero Population Growth (ZPG). According to Zionist propa
ganda, this was a panacea for the world's ills in general and 
for the ills North America and Em-ope in particular. As we 
know, ZPG applies only to Whites, for it creates vacant living 
space for the hordes of colored invaders. For non-Whites, 
biith-control is deemed "racist", and "genocidal". The jews con
stantly remind us that only Whites can practice racism and 
genocide and that we can never be the victims of such pohcies. 
But we are! The White People are the, most endangered spe
cies on Planet Earth. 

The so-called Unabomber was an outstanding example of 
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this jew World Order bipolarity: on one hand, he wanted the 
eradication of all Post-Columbian industry; on the other, he 
romaiaticized the fgist-breeding mestizos and wanted them to 
fill the continent with their brown bodies. Poor feUow! In or
der to experience the joys' of piimitivism, along with popula
tion, all he had to do was move to Bangladesh. I recommend 
that his fellow Zionist zombies do likewise. Look at all the 
postage it would save, plus all the fuss and bother of prepar
ing parcel bombs. 

The Jewish authors of The Morgenthau Genocide Plan, 
the only plan for genocide hatched during World War II, 
aimed their miurderous scheme at the German people. The 
Plan first appeared in book form entitled Germany Must Per
ish by Theodore N . Kaufman. (This book is available from 
Libei'ty Bell Publications for U.S. $7, including postage and 
handling in the USA.) The genocide plan was elaborated by 
such Jewish writers as Louis Nizer {What to do with Ger
many?) and Hans Morgenthau Jr. {Germany is Our Prob
lem!). It was Morgenthau who directed the drafting of the 
All ied extermination program, which was appropriately 
named after him. 

The Una-bomber and his i lk want to de-industrialize 
North America. The Morgenthau Plan eagerly anticipated the 
death of two-thirds of the German people from this policy 
alone! The remainder of the population would 'disappear' 
from stai'vation and sterilization. As we know. The Morgen
thau Genocide Program began as soon as the German govern
ment signed the documents of military capitulation. The 
entire civilian population was put on starvation rations, Ger
man military personnel were deemed "Disarmed Enemy 
Forces", rather than "Prisoners of War" by the non-White 
General Eisenhower. This new definition permitted him to 
deny the German prisoners any of the protection accorded 
them under the Hague and Geneva Conventions. Thus 
stripped of their rights, the Gei-mans were also stripped of 
their food, clothing and shelter, they died in their thousands 
from starvation, disease and exposure in barbed wire cattle 
pensi as eager anti-Whites stood guai'd to shoot any who tried 
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to escape. It is important to remember that many of the anti-
Whites were themselves White. America's "gallant Soviet al-
Hes" were no less mm-derous on then- side of the Zionist-Soviet 
"Iron Cm-tain". The so-called Cold War was indeed a war di
rected against the prisoner populations of West and East, No 
war ever existed between banksters and bolsheviks, capital
ists and communists. It was a Jew's war and a Gentile's fight 
all along, designed to gull and cull the dumb Goyim. That's 
us! 

Once The Morgenthau Genocide Plan had sufficiently 
starved and terroxized the Germans into submission, the re-
enslaved Germans were put to work on behalf of Zionist inter
ests, just as they remain today. The jews can thereby enjoy 
the fi'uits of German industry while they ehminate the Ger
mans with their pohcies of White ZPG race-mixing and non-
Wliite immigi-ation. Does it soxmd familiai-. White Man? Yes, 
the very same pohcies apply to North Americans who suppos
edly V o n " World War II. We have allowed the jews to put our 
necks in the same noose as Germans and we did not even 
fight. On the contraiy, we rammed our collective neck into the 
Jewish noose with self-righteous enthusiasm. Most White 
Americans are no different from the lemmings of "Heaven's 
Gate" or Jonestown, when we get down to basics: 'To be or not 
to be." Do lemmings find 'safety in numbers? 

North America's bloated population cannot exist without 
its industrial and agricultural base, the result of White inven
tion and dihgence. This is what presently attracts and sup
ports the non-White influx: the high standai'd of Hving which 
stems Irom the means of White productivity. Environmental
ists note that this productivity is already stretched to its 
maximum hmits, for the 'daî k side' of such intensive produc
tivity is envkonmental pollution and depletion. It is therefore 
erroneous to hold the absurd belief that we can decrease our 
industrial base AND increase our population. Both must be 
decreased di^astically, for the sumval of Our Race. The ques
tion is, how? 

If the Una-bomber and his ilk were to get their collective 
wish, North Ameiica would be returned to its pristine, pre-
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where else." The present population of so-called Indians, now 
mestizos, would be reduced to its previous numbers, before 
the Wliite influx. Life would resume its 'idyllic' savage course: 
nasty, brutish and short; no electricity, no TV, no waslnng 
macliines, no refiigerators, no soap, no hot water, no toilets, 
no showers, no cai's and no disposable diapers—just to men
tion a few items. No wonder the Una-bomber never found a 
woman of any color willing to marry him! No mestiza wants 
to 'enjoy' the Una-bomber's chosen lifestyle, for that is what 
she fled firom in her own land and culture. 

The Una-bomber and his kosher cohorts would love to im
pose his lifestyle on aU Whites, jtist as the bankster-bolshevik 
jews imposed their 'proletarian' poverty upon the Gentile 
masses of the Soviet Jewnion. But never would they thinlc of 
imposing such standards upon themselves! As British Gen
eral J .F.C. Fuller noted: "Lenin promised the Russians a 
workers' paradise. Wlaat he gave them was a bankers' para
dise!" If we are to understand Jewish parlance, we must un
derstand that "some are more equal than others", just as 
Orwell noted. When jews spew their vaporings about 'liuman-
ity" they only mean themselves. Like it or not, that is always 
the outcome of Jewish pohcies which we so foohshly support. 
"Communism" for the jews is poverty for us and plutocracy for 
them. "Capitalism" has the same result. Only ajew-d^ed 
Gentile would see them as opposites. 

Can Aryans find a solution to the dual problems of over-
industriahzation and over-population? Of course we can, but 
only if we become self-governing, within our own living-space. 
Every day, in every way, we must, through our thoughts and 
actions, determine the destruction of the ZOG (Zionist Occu
pation Government) and the departure of the wogs. Only an 
Aryan State can make its Survival possible. Every step we 
take must be toward this goal. No task is too daunting for 
those of us who want the best for Our Race, Won't this be good 
for Aryans? ; Q 
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, MENCIOSN'S TUB T A L E AND TIIE 
HOLOCAUST 

By 
Allan Callahan 

On December 28, 1917 noted writer H.L. Mencken had a 
piece in the New York Evening Mail entitled "A Neglected An
niversary." He said that on that date, seventy-five years be
fore, one Adam Thompson, a Cincinnati cotton broker, had 
installed in his home the first bathtub in America. This, said 
Mencken, brought forth a storm of protest, because bathing 
then was looked upon as an affection and a menace to health 
and morals, even by medical societies. He said that Boston 
passed a special ordinance against bathing, state legislatures 
imposed prohibitive taxes to prevent the act firom spreading, 
and that there was a strong public outcry when President 
Millard Fillmore installed a tub in the White House. But i n 
the end, bathing caught on, and carried the day. 

The story was, in Mencken's words, "a tissue of heavy ab
surdities, all of them deUberate and most of them obvious." 
But it caught the public's imagination. Quack doctors used it 
to show the stupidity of mainstream doctors, while the latter 
used it to prove medical progi'ess. Editors used it as an exam
ple of their knowledge. It appeared in government bulletins 
and standai'd reference works. Important men repeated it, in
cluding the Commissioner of Health for the City of New York 
and the president of the American Geographical Society. 

By 1926, however, Mencken, "having undergone a spiri
tual rebirth and put off sin," felt that the joke had gone on 
long enough. He confessed publicly that the story had been a 
hoax, and pointed out why a critical reader should have real
ized this. This confession was printed in thirty newspapers 
"with a combined circulation, according to their sworn claim, 
of more than 250,000,000," and the public gulhbility received 
many editorial rebukes. 

But it didn't work. Williin a month the yam was being fe-
printed in the very papers that had run Mencken's confession. 
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He came out with a second confession, but it seemed to have 
no more effect than the first. He tried once or twice more to 
set things straight but it was no use and he was called a med
dler and aliar. People were as determined to believe in the 
bathtub myth in those days as they are in the Holocaust myth 
today. 

Also ignored was the fact that Mencken was somewhat of 
a humorist. But i f the believers had just stopped to think, 
they should have realized that the tale was preposterous, as 
much so as the Holocaust tale is. Bathing universally con
demned in America in 1842? State legislatures imposed pro
hibitive taxes against it? Boston passed a special ordinance 
forbidding it? Preposterous. 

Yes, but no more so than many of the tales told about the 
Holocaust. Ground where some Jews and others were killed 
never stopped trembling for months afterward, and also occa
sionally spurted'geysers of blood? Some camp inmates had no 
water and had to "drink mud?" At Belzec, people were gassed 
in buildings which figured out to 6bout 30 people to the 
square metre? (About like getting 30 people into a phone 
booth). Also preposterous. 

These tales, and many others just as outlandish, are all 
cut out of the same cloth. People swallow the wild Holocaiost 
stuff because they have been mentally conditioned to accept 
it. They were not mentally conditioned to believe Mencken, 
but believed hiin^anyway, even after he told them that the 
"tub tale" was a fake, It seems to be one,more proof that some 
people want to be deceived. 

TIIE BOOK THAT MADE THE JEWS 
SO MAD THEY HAD TO INVENT 

An Bye-Wiliiess Report 
by Thies ChristopJiersen 

Foreword! liy Mnn/red Roeder 
Order No; 01017-single copy $3.50 + $2,00 for postage, 
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The Jewish War 
Against Germany 

As we enter the sixth decade after the death of the greatest 
White Leader of all time, Adolf Hitler, the world-wide Jewish Lie 
Machine is pouring out a massive propaganda campaign against 
Hitler with a viciousness unsurpassed in the annals of history. Not 
only are the lies and calumnies directed against Hitler personally, 
but against the entire German people as well. Just as the Jews di
rected hate propaganda against the Romans 2000 years ago, just as 
they made everything Roman despised and hated, so, today, is 
everything German under relentless attack by the Jewish propa
ganda network. 

Why this vicious and concentrated autpouring of hatred against 
the German people and against anything German? After all, the 
Germans have for centuries been the source of some of the most 
creative and advanced contributions to our White Christian Civiliza
tion. 

The answer is not hard to find once we understand that the cen
tral strategic goal of the Jews is, and has been for many centuries, 
the destruction of the White European (Aryan) R^ce. 

They have made the Gennans their number one target for the 
following reasons: 

First, as in the case of the campaign against the Romans of 2000 
years ago,, the Jews operate on the principle of "destroying the BEST 
first." For this reason, the Jewish war against the German people 
dates back at least several centuries. 

The German people, being naturally energetic, productive, crea
tive and intellectually gifted, and residing in the heartland of 
Europe, would almost certainly have long ago succeeded had they 
been allowed to unite in leading all of Europe into an Aryan "Golden 
Age" of peace, prosperity and cultural and scientific advancement. 

Tliis would have taken place, as far back as the early 1600's had 
not the Jews torn them apart in the fratricidal 'Tliirty-Years War" 
(1618-1648). This bloody conflagration set the Germans and Aryan 
Europe back many decades, if not centuries. 

Despite this setback, these energetic people finally recovered 
their incipient leadership after the unification under Bismarck in 
1870. But the Jews intervened again, making sure that these resur
gent people would be decimated by the two World Wars of the 20th 
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Century. 
Under Adolf Hitler in the 1930's, the German people were fi

nally able to get the blood-sucking Jewish parasites off their backs. 
They also, under Hitler, broke the Jewish financial stranglehold on 
Gennany. 

Hitler, for the first time in the modern history of the White 
Race, clearly articulated the Racial Ideal, and focused worldwide at
tention on the parasitic, destructive nature of the Jewish Race. Since 
this same idea was rapidly taking root in other Aryan nations, the 
entire Jewish racial conspiracy was in utmost danger of being blown 
wide open right in the faces of the Jewish conspirators themselves. 

For all of the above reasons, and foi* the last one in particular, 
the Jews found themselves in a most precarious position and in dire 
peril of being swept into oblivion. Time was of the essence. 

The Jews, who understand Race and history better than any
body, and have had thousands of years of experience destroying 
races and peoples, decided that CJermany must be destroyed, not just 
Hitler. Further, it would have to be destroyed so viciously and re
lentlessly that no one would ever revive the Racial Ideal except for 
the Jewish Race itself 

They werit A L L OUT in the most frantic and malicious propa
ganda war a gullible and uncomprehending world has ever wit
nessed. -

In short, Judea declared TOTAL WAR on Germany and Hitler, 
financially, politically, militarily, with every means at their disposal. 
And their power, as we shall see, was formidable. Before Hitler 
would, or could,! lift even a finger against them, the Jews were ready 
andwasted no byne in launching a world-wide campaign against 
him. 

As early as August, 1933, Samuel Untermeyer, President of the 
Jewish World Economic Federation, called a Congress of Jewish 
leaders from all over the world to declare war on Germany in the 
name of the Jews. The Congress was held in Amsterdam, Holland. 
Upon returning to the United States from that meeting, Unter
meyer made a speech on radio station WABC in New York on Au
gust 6, 1933, in which he announced that the Jews of the world had 
declared war on (jermany and would starve them to death. This was 
long before any action of any kind had been taken against the Jews 
by Hitler's government, and six years before military hostilities 
broke out in 1939. 

'We have been at war with him from the day he gained power," 
stated the London Jewish Chronicle of May 8, 1942 in its 'Sermon of 
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the Week." 
Rabbi M . Perlzweig, head of the Br i t i sh section of the Wor ld 

Jewish Congress, speaking in Canada, stated: 'The World Jewish 
Congress has been at war with Hitler for sev^n years." (Toronto Bue-
nlng Telegram., Feb. 26, 1940) 

The Dutch-Jewish paper, Centraal-Blaad Voor Israeliten in 
Nederland declared on September 13, 1939: 'The millions of Jews 
who live in America, England and France, North and South Africa, 
and, not to forget, those in Palestine, are determined to bring the 
war of annihilation against Germany to its final end." 

We must remember that, at this time, (Sept. 13, 1939) the war 
was less than two weeks old. No concentration camps, no "gas cham
bers," etc., had been set up, for the Jews or for anyone else, or had 
even been alleged to exist! 

The Jewish Sentinel, on October 8, 1942, declared: 'The Second 
World War is for the defense of the fundamentals of Judaism." In
deed i t was. To be more specific, i t was a war of, by and for the Jews. 
They knew it. They instigated it. They perpetrated and stage-man
aged this most bloody conflict in al l of human history! The naive and 
gullible goytm., meanwhile, slaughtered each other wi th a venge
ance, not knowing or wanting to know who were the R E A L perpe
trators and war-criminals! 

Vladimir Jabotinsky, Jew-Communist and founder of the terror
ist 'Irgun' gang, said in the January, 1934 issue of Natch Retch: 

'The fight against Germany has been carried on for months by 
every Jewish community, conference, congress, trade organization, 
by every Jew in the world. There is reason to believe that our part in 
the struggle m\] be of general value. We shall let loose a spiritual 
and material war of the whole world against Germany. Germany's 
ambition is to become a great nation again, to re-conquer her lost 
teTTitories and colonies. Our Jewish interests, on the other hand, de
mand the complete destruction of Germany. The German nation is 
collectively and individually a danger to us Jews." 

Could it possibly be stated any more explicitly? Hardly! The 
facts are plain — Germany and the Germans, Hit ler or no Hit ler , 
were and are a threat to the Jewish conspiracy for world domination 
and their goal of destroying the White Race. Therefore, nothing less 
than the complete destruction of Germany and all things German 
would satisfy the vicious, implacable Jew, 

Hitler, whose concern was not only for the Germans, but for the 
V/hite Race as a whole, understood the deadly pogram of the para
sitic Jew, He pleaded in vain with England not to play the Jewish 
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game. Speaking in September, 1939, he said: 
"On numerous occasions I have offered the friendship of the Ger

man people to England and the English people. M y entire policy was 
built upon the idea of this understanding, I was always rebuffed... 
We know that the Bri t ish people as a whole cannot be made respon
sible. It is that Jewish plutocratic and democratic ruling class which 
hates our Reich." 

On behalf of the non-Jewish class, it must be pointed out that 
those who went along with the Jews were, by-and-large, shabbaz-
goyim: people like Winston Churchill , traitors in the pay of the Jews, 
or under their control. 

So firm was the Jewish control over the Bri t ish people (as well 
as the French, Poles, Americans and others), that the Jews were 
successful in plunging the world into a fratricidal war of destruction 
on a scale never before seen. A l l White nations were losers, but the 
Jews were particularly bent on the desti-uction of the Germans. 

Some of the Jews wanted to extenninate those Gennans surviv
ing the destruction of the war by sterih'zation. Theodore N . Kauf
man, spelling oiit the program in the book "Germany Must Perish" 
[Available from Liberty Bel l Publications, $5.00 + $2.00 postage] 
said: 'To achieve the purpose of Gennan extinction i t would be nec
essary to sterilize some 48,000,000 — a figure which excludes, be
cause of their limited power to procreate, males over 60, and females 
over 45..." 

Other Jews wanted to exterminate the Germans outright, by 
starvation. A notorious advocate of this idea was Henry Morgen-
thau. Secretary of tl^e Treasury in the Roosevelt Administrat ion. 
The following quotation is from the memoirs of Cordell Hu l l , Secre
tary of State in the-same administration: 

"Morgenthau's plan, I added, would wipe out everything in Ger
many except land, and the (Sermans would have to live on the land. 
This meant that only 60% of the German population could support 
themselves on the Gennan land, and the other 40% would die." 

A version of this evil Jewish plan was in fact implemented for a 
period immediately after the war. Huge amounts of all kinds of ma
chinery, factories and ro l l i ng stock that survived the war were 
shipped to Russia. Viewing all this, M r . R.R. Stokes, a labor M.P . in 
Br i ta in declared at the time: 'Today in Germany, six months afler 
our victory, graves are now being dug for people not yet dead, people 
who will die of stai*vation in the next few months." 

U.S . Senator Wi l l iam Langer of North Dakota said of the Mor-
genthau Plan (his remarks were entered in the Congressional Re-
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cord of April 18, 1946): 
"Mr. Morgenthau now stands convicted before the conscience of 

the world as an instigator of the systematic annihilation of the Ger
man people. The record further proves, beyond a question of doubt, 
that these fanatical and reactionary high priests of hate and 
vengeanee will never be able to defend their conspiracy before the 
bar of human reason and human decency." 

It was only through the opposition of heroic Americans like 
Senator Langer that the Jewish conspiracy to sterilize and/or starve 
the German people to death was not carried through. 

Although they did not succeed in achieving that goal, they came 
close, and did, in fact, murder millions of the best German men. 
They also unleashed a campaign of rape and terror against German 
women by means of the Russian army and American Negro troops. 

What can we Wliite Americans learn from this horrible Jewish 
crime pei-petrated on our Aryan German kinsmen? 

First, the Jews "play for keeps," They EXTERMINATE their 
enemies whenever the "opportunity" arises, and such "opportunities" 
are planned Y E A R S or D E C A D E S or even CENTURIES in ad
vance! Their program of always exterminating the BEST of the 
Wlnite Race is relentless and implacable. We must always remem-
bei-: WE are NEXT! 

Second, the Jews are our MORTAL ENEMIES, and ALWAYS 
HAVE B E E N and ALWAYS WILL B E so long as they exist! 

As they have stated in their own literature, they are IMPLACA.-
BLE. Nothing we can ever do will reconcile or pacify them. Their un
swerving goal is to M O N G R E L I Z E , E N S L A V E and ultimately 
DESTROY our WHITE A R Y A N RACE! 

We have NO choice but to FIGHT them TO THE DEATH! We 
must be T O T A L L Y MERCILESS and UNCOMPROMISING. We 
must develop a FANATICAL RACIAL CONSCIOUSNESS in every 
WHITE man woman and child. Every White brother, sister and 
must be told the RACIAL TRU TH about history, and must be im
bued from sunup to sundown, morning, noon and night, with 
WHITE RACIAL PRIDE and with TOTAL HATRED of the PARA
SITIC, SATANIC JEW! 

From The New Order, subscriptions available 
through the NSDAP-AO, Box 6414, Lincoln NE 68506 
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CIVIL RIGHTS 
by 

Stephen Contrado 
V/hite people have been supremely generous to the Ne

groes. They have raised blacks from savage tribal conditions 
to civilization, But history does not record the kindness. In
stead, historians use the relative concepts of "slavery" and 
"racism" out of historic context and use them to deride aristo
cratic southern plantation owners and contemporary wliite 
loyalists for abuses. These historians foment modem commu
nistic revolutions. Comparing the, Old South to the exploita
tion, crime, and social misery of the modern city slums, one 
definitely acquits the Old South. Moreover, during the 19th 
century the "free" workmen of Europe worked long houz'S 
from an early age, lived in slums, ate bad food, and were sub
jected to numex'ous social ills. Economic and political compe
tition between the North and the South was the chief cause 
of secession and civil war, not slavery in itself Lincoln did 
not issue the Emancipation Proclamation until 1862 when 
the Civil War was half over, freeing only slaves in territory 
then in rebellion. 

The negative interpretation of the Old South's heritage 
could only have been conceived and promoted by a race of 
vulgar opportunists who had no integral relationship with 
the Western heritage—the Jews. Indeed the Jews had even 
estabhshed the slave trade.\Their principal advantage was to 
pass as Caucasian or white. But their literacy, shrewd busi
ness acumen, and ghetto traditions of separateness facili
tated their success. General Ulysses Grant ban-ed Jews from 
his jui-isdiction because of the trouble they caused. As the 
power of the Jews grew in America so did racial conflict be
tween Negroes and whites. Je\vish money coiTupted govei-n-
ment, labor, education, churches, the press, and other 
leading institutions. 

Racial segregation was a generous plan, but white be
nevolence went back many decades before it. The plan to re-
patriate Negroes in Africa had shown great promise. The 
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races (Indians included) were kept apart for the benont of 
civil ization and good breeding. The K u KIux Klan was 
founded in 1866. It saved the southern white race from re
construction and social anarchy. It.wa!; disbanded, but re-
fonned in 1915. 

In 1896, in the case of Plessy u. Ferguson, the Supreme 
Court upheld the custom of "separate but equal." It con-ectly 
concluded; "Legislation is powerless to eradicate racial in
stincts or to abolish distinctions based upon physical differ
ences, and the attempt to do so can only result i n 
accentuating the difSculties of the present situation." 

But traditional universities even admitted well-quahfied 
blacks. W.E.B. Du Bois (b. 1868), the founder of the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), 
earned a Ph.D. at Plarvard. (Later Jews controlled the 
NAACP.) Idealists founded institutions for blacks only (e.g., 
Lincoln University, Howard University, Fisk, Tuskegee Insti
tute, and many agricultural and mechanical schools). Jewish 
propagandists later indoctrinated these institutions to accept 
values to destroy white culture. 

Negroes had a sense of identity and belonging by having 
their own cultural forms and associations. Their sports were 
drug-free and not a multibillion dollar show. Scott Joplin, for 
example, created new musical styles that swept the nation. 
When the Jews captured the music industi-y, Jews like Irving 
Berlin destroyed the black spirit out of greed for profits. 
Chauvinism is a natural trait of the Negro, but it was not 
based on anti-white prejudices, protests, lawlessness, and ex
aggerations about the intolerance blacks faced. A subculture 
reduced to blaming a majority has no real independent life or 
vision and is doomed to decay. 

Civil rights from Booker T. Washington (b. 1856) to Mar
tin Luther King (b. 1929) were to become a spoiling and 
demohtion of black identity and nationalism. Integration de
stroyed black solidarity, creating "racism," aiad undermining 
United States greatness and national sovereignty. This bene
fited only the international race—the Jews. Negroes never 
wanted equality: they wanted free expression for their 
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unique talents. And, so, equality turned out to be self-denial 
and acting out. Black codes were needed to control a people 
not used to freedom and of a different biological make-up. 

1954 was a critical year. Earl Warren (b.l891) in Brown 
u. Board of Education forbade racial segregation as a viola
tion of the 14th Amendment guaranteeing "equal protection": 
'We come then to the question presented: Does segregation of 
children in public schools solely on the basis of race, even 
though the physical facihties and other 'tangible' factors may 
be equal, deprive the children of the minority group of equal 
educational opportunities? We beheve it does. ... To separate 
them from others of similar age and quahfications solely be
cause of their race generates a feeling of inferiority as to 
status i n the community that may affect their hearts and 
minds in a way unlUcely ever to be undone ..." 

Warren was not the bleeding-heart historians portray 
him to be, but a ruthless communist working for the destruc
tion of the United States. Even President Eisenhower regret
ted appointing him to the Supreme Coxurt. Warren had been 
responsible for the seizui-e of property from Japanese-Ameri
cans interned by the federal government. Warren had no re
spect for democratic traditions: he usurped the power of the 
legislature. The Brown decision was not based on judicial 
procedure. No real inquiry was made into the biological con
sequences of race-mixing. It was simply a sociological ultima
tum. 

The Warren court protjicted every class of criminal and 
crime skyrocketed in the country. Mapp u. Ohio (1961) made 
evidence irrelevant unless gathered with a warrant. In Esco-
bedo V. Illinois (1964) it permitted those clearly guilty of 
crime to go free because of court teclmicalities. Miranda v. 
Arizona (1968) made all convictions in jeopardy i f suspects 
were not informed of their rights. These were all Jewish com
munist schemes. 

The whole process of racial integration has been designed 
to alienate the races and promote civil strife and anarchy. 
Yet the process was concealed in liberal rhetoric. In 1957 
Congress approved the civil rights bill for blacks to protect 
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voting rights, And highhanded conduct was not trifling. The 
same year Eisenhower had the National Guard integrate all-
white Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas. And the 
mass media have gained tremendous pohtical power in pohc-
ing social relations and values. For the most part, these are 
owned and managed by Jews. 

Thus only when the Jews are circumscribed by white civi
lization can segregation work and ensure the peace and pro
gress of society. Why then has government taken the 
opposite course of empowering the intei'national Jews with 
their self-aggrandizing policies for a one-world government? 
And why are all strategies and solutions of white people for 
social progress censored and suppressed? Are we past the 
point of no return for civiKzation as we know it? 

In the final analysis, the Establisliment has usurped aU 
traditional rights and institutionalized new relationships 
based on its absolute authority. Its race-mixing intent is ap
parent. But every evidence demonstrates there is no social 
justice nor biological advantage to race-mixing. 

Hitler believed the racial instinct was the only cause of 
the formation of communities and civilization: "Al l that we 
admire in the world today, its science, its art, its technical de
velopments, are the products of the creative acti^dties of a 
few peoples, and it may be true that their first beginnings 
must be attributed to one race. The maintenance of civiliza
tion is wholly dependent on such peoples. Should they perish, 
all that makes this earth beautiful wiU. descend with them 
into the grave." (Mein Kampf) 

If we compare the conditions of 19th century white work
ers, we see how liberals ignore the vast amount of social mis
ery suffered by whites. That "Aiiro-Americans" and minorities 
should be singled out as privileged groups for special treat
ment augurs the dispossession and extermination of whites. 
Compare the "rights" of Jews to whites. The Jews built up a 
whole Holocaust industry—museums, monuments, foreigri 
aid to Israel, media consorship of so-called anti-Semitism, 
hate laws, pensions and relief services to Holocaust survi-
vors, etc—that biases every European and American institu-
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tion to pay tribute to an alleged 6 million Jews gassed! But 
whites who challenge the myth are quickly demoted, black-
Hsted, and ostracized. 

More and more whites are sensing the conspiracy every 
day. Civil rights will prove to be a bigger failure than laissez 
faire economics. Documents from 19 th century British indus
try depict what whites could expect fi-om life. British mines, 
for example, were deplorable. Lord Ashley's Mines Commis
sion made an investigation of labor conditions in the mines. 
Here is a glimpse of the times. 

Sarah Gooder, aged 8, reported: "I'm a trapper iai the 
Gawber pit. It does not tire me, but I have to trap without 
Ught, and I'm scared. I go at four and sometimes half past 
three in the morning, and come out at five and half past. I 
never go to sleep. Sometimes I sing when I've Hght.... I go to 
Sunday-school and read 'Reading made Easy. [She knows her 
letters and can read little words.] They teach me to pray. 
[She repeated the Lord's prayer, not very perfectly..,,]! have 
heard tell of Jesus many times,... I would like to be at school 
far better than in the pit." 

Isabella Read, 12 years old, a coal-bearer, reported: "I am 
brought with sister and brother, it is very sore work; cannot 
say how many rakes or journeys I make firom pit's bottom to 
wall face and back. ^ 

"I cany out about 1 cwt, and a quarter on my back; have 
to stoop so much and creep through water, which is fre
quently up to the calves of my legs. 

"I do not like work, nor do the lassies, but they are made 
to like it." 

Mary Barrett, aged 14, repoi'ted: "I have worked down in 
the pits five years. Father is working next pit..., I hiorry for 
my brother John, and come down at seven o'clock about. I go 
up at six, sometimes even seven. I do not like working in pit, 
but I am obliged to get a living. I work always without stock
ings, or shoes, or trousers, I wear nothing but my chemise. I 
have to go up to the headings with the men. They ax'e naked 
.,.1 cannot read or write." 

Patience Kershaw, 17 years old, reported: 'My father has 
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been dead about a year. My mother is hving and has ten chil
dren, Three lassies go to mill. All the lads are colliers.... I go 
to pit at five o'clock in the morning and come out at five in 
the evening. I eat my breakfast of porridge and milk first. I 
take my dinner with me, a cake, and eat it as I go. I do not 
stop or rest any time for the purpose. I get nothing else until-
I get home, and then have potatoes and meat, not every day 
meat. I hurry in the clothes I have on, trousers and ragged 
jacket. 

'The bald place upon my head is made by thrusting the 
corves [vehicles for carrying coal]. My legs have never 
swelled, but sisters' did,... I hurry the corves a mile and more 
underground and back; they weigh 300 cwt. The getters I 
work for are naked except for their caps. They pull off all 
their clothes. I see them at woi'k when I go up. Sometimes 
they beat me, if I am not quick enough, with their hands. 
They strike me upon the back. The boys take liberties with 
me; sometimes they pull me about. I am the only girl.in the 
pit. There are about 20 boys and 15 men. All the men are na
ked," Lord Ashley's Report added that this girl was ignorant, 
filth}'-, ragged, and deplorable looking, such as the uncivilized 

THE ANTLHUMANS 
by D. Bacu; (307 pp., hb.) describes wha* was done 'to th$: 

i p p i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ^ 
Pavtoyian axperimant OP a large number of buman bevigs. It is 
isiiillililliiilil®^ 

sequel to Orwell's 1934' ™R.S.H. "A searing expose o) Red 
bestiadtyl"-Dr- A,J. App). THE ANT1-HUMAN$, Order #01013, 

$5.00 postage. Order from; 
LIBERTY B E L L PUBLICATIONS, 

Postoffice Box 21, Reedy >W 25270 USA 
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NATIONALISM 
By 

T.S. Francis 

WHAT IS SOCIETY? 
Society is the social organization of any like-minded, 

blood-related, indigenous people. And since man's nature is 
that of the social animal we must have societal structure of 
some kind, for our very survival and for our progress. The 
level of culture, progress and stability of a particular society is 
inherent in its design, character and make-up, Society should 
take on the appearance of an organic stmcfcure consisting of 
aU the ceUg that makeNip an organism, arranged and formed 
into a complete and fimctioning whole. 

The social structure of society should be neither demor 
cratic, electoral, aristocratic, caste-class system or plutocracy, 
but instead should be a social system of Meritocracy, i.e.̂  
based on merit, in the inherent intelligence, talents, capacity, 
character and effort of the individual, who may arise fi-om any 
family in society—system whereby the talented are, chosen 
and moved ahead in pyramidal form on the basis of their 
achievement. In turn, society must judge the worth and re
ward of the individual, not on the type of his work activity 
(yeoman, artisan or intellectual-culture producing work), or 
the field of his work (military, government, religious, educa
tional or private), but instead the evaluation of himself and 
his AYork must be judged according to the manner, form and 
quality of his achievement. 

Since this is a group of people (or more correctly, a group 
of families and communities) that must live, work, grow and 
die together it is obvious that they must all be of the sanie 
general ideals, behefs, moral code and consciousness. Nothing 
is isolated in society—what affects one affects aU, 
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W H A T M*ICES U P SGCTETY? 

Societj' is inacle up of four Ijapic elemonts. These are o/-
,u;a3'.'; present (in some form) in any type (jf society: tribe, clan, 
nation or civilization. These four basic elements are: 

1) Religious Order [spiritual, moral-ethical: druids, 
priiests, shamans) 

2) 'Governing Body [laws-polity, military: state, chief, 
feingship] 

3) -Economic [monetaiy system: work system, hvelihoodj 
4) Social-Racial [blood-language.ties, education, media: 

.customs, traditions, elders, scholai-̂ ] 
It is these .elements that m.ake up a socdjsty, The reason 

.these elements have been present in every society in histo.ry is 
ibeeause each .element repi'esenls each element m man; mind, 
body and soul (oxu* mental, physical and spuitual-psychologi-
:eal needs), inhe elements in society are an expression of the 
•elements in man, In-order for man to maintain Ms health aiid 
not fall into a state of .degeneration these elem.ental needs 
must be fulfilled. The religious (representing the spiritual) 
provides the outlet for tlie fiolfillment and development of our 
iiiner being and gives oiu- spiiitual and moral codes. The gov
erning body (serving the physical) provides the secm-e and or
derly environm.ent for our families, commmxities and nation. 
Poonomic provides for our physical needs, also, but equally 
provides for ow psychological as well, in the form of our hveh-
hood (work activity)j wMch gives us purpose and meaning, a 
chance at self expression, creativity, pride, effoxl and leader
ship. Social-Ilaeial—The soda! provides for our mental, our 
thirst for knowledge and enlightenment, giving us the sem
blance of cultm-e in the forms of ait, music, literature, science, 
etc. The ra.ci,a!l gives us our identity and sense of belonging; it 
binds the society and provides the feelings of specialness, ex-
clusiveness and kinship. 

Keeping in mind though that each separate societal ele
ment is a potential, equals omnipotent power of its own, and if 
left to its own device has the power to rule, control or subvert 
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any other element. 
Each separate element reflects only one side and one need 

in man. But, "A hmnan being is a psyche-physical unity. We~ 
have no experience of mind, body and soul as separate enti
ties. They are but the inextricable and interdependent parts 
of our being; or, yet more exactly, but different aspects of one 
organic whole. They never occur, and strictly should never be 
considered, apart from one another."''" 

So, for man to be a complete whole and for society to be a 
complete whole, all elements must come together and work in 
unison, in equal quarter parts, each one playing off the other. 
Thus, no element should have a separate life of its own. Nor 
should it be allowed to dominate any other. 

But first, there are ideas, concepts and theories (generally 
necessitating from a reaction to the experiences, trimnphs 
and tragedies of the way of hfe that existed before) which de
velop into an outlook-on-life, mentality, a Consciousness. 
From this philosophy-of-life and historical perspective an 
Ethos is estabhshed. This is the value system for every mem
ber of that society (nation). From this declaration the four ele
ments (constitutions) are formed. 

Society at its roots, is control—the control of our natural 
hxzman traits. Nature has provided the mass of men, the ma
jority, vdth an overpowering instinct. This instinct puts the 
mass of men all on basically the same self-motivated effort 
level. It is what keeps man on an immature level, keeps him 
from self-mastery, and is the very reason he must be given di
rection, guidance and control. On one hand, this instinct holds 
man back from realizing his full potential (intelligence, tal
ents), on the other, it keeps him from becoming atomized and 
is actually what allows society to happen. For like Ibsen says, 
'The strongest man on earth is he who stands most alone." 
But alone means no society, no progress, enhghterunent or de
velopment, no arts, literature, science, music, language— n̂o 
cultm-e.. 
1. William G. Simpson, Which Way Western Man? 
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The failiire of all great cultures, societies and civilizations 
was and is man's inability to see, recognize and then control 
our natural human traits. 

But control comes in many forins: force, coercion, guid
ance, enticement, education and manipulation. Each of the 
four elements represents its own form of control. In almost all 
societies past, the form of control came primarily from only 
one of the four elements (or if more, they were separate and 
represented their own power structures). 

With the analogy of parent to child we see what happens 
when a dominant, ignorant parent raises a child with only the 
use of force and fear. And the opposite when an ignorant, hb-
eral parent raises a child with no discipline, self-control or 
regulation—^producing the spoilt child (and the modem man). 
But this extreme method of control (or extreme lack of) re
tards man from his full growth and development and leaves 
him and society unbalanced and unstable. Which brings us to 
one of the main points of this paper, that being, that the key-
to-life is balance. All life struggles for balance. Balance is 
what maintains health and stability. When the four elements 
come together they offer the proper balance of control. In the 
end we actually get the semblance of less control and more 
freedom than we would get from one element trying to control 
all the other elements in man. 

The elements, then, become the moral and value stand
ards for society. Tempered with an elder system, the control 
factor takes on the forms of customs, traditions, creeds, consti
tutions and codes. The reason for set standards (elements) is 
because of the extreme rarity of individuals in any given gen
eration having the level of character, capacity and under
standing needed for the complexity of leading and guiding a 
society with no set standards. So the idea of having a succes
sor (each of whom are of their own ideas and philosophy of 
life) of the proper caliber at the helm of a society each and 
every time a new leader is needed is a ludicrous one. 
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So it stands to reason that the destiny of each society's 
health and well-being Hes in the validity of its elements. 

If even one element is of a false and perfidious nature it 
may eventually infect and poison aU other healthy elements. 
An example of a society with sick and injvirious elements is 
the Western Civilization of today. It amazingly has fovir false 
elements: 1) The Religious—^with its pacifistic, anti-natm-e, 
superstitious creed; 2) The Governing Body—^with its theory 
of equality, its democracy and election process; 3) The Eco
nomic—with its usuiious, materiahstic monetary system and 
its mass-industrialistic work system; and, 4) The Social-Ra
cial— t̂he social with its liberalism and lack of an elder sys
tem, and the racial—with its lack of a homogenous racial 
creed. 

There is an equally dangeroias factor of having the lack of 
an element. For instance, suppose a society had al l the 
healthy elements but lacked, for example, the racial element. 
The society would then be open to the threat of rampant im
migration, with the obvious problems of different races hving 
together. A n example in case is the Jewish race, who, when 
living in another's society, refuse to assimilate, work them
selves into positions of influence and then proselytize their 
own beHefs, customs and conscioimess. This, of course, caxises 
a breakdown and ultimate disintegration of the original moral 
and value codes of the host nation. Even people of the same 
race, but of different cult\ires, must go through a slow process 
of assimilation—^but because they are of the same blood/race, 
assimilation occurs in a natural process. 

Because of the cancerous nature of the elements described 
above (or the lack of such), the degeneration of society and its 
ultimate destruction is inevitable. 

A society is by its nature artificial; it takes on a form 
much hke that of the machine—^if used in proper amounts 
(and used correctly) it can be of great benefit to man; but if al
lowed to get out of control, by not taking the human condition 
into consideration, it can easily become a "Frankenstein." 

The tendency of society is to put man in an unnatural 
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state. There are basically two urmatiiral states produced by 
society. One is of the oppressive and repressive nature, by not 
aUowiag man's instinctual desires to be fulfilled (and in some 
cases, hke that of Christianity, denying that some instincts 
even exist). The second imnatural state produced by society is 
the exact opposite. It is when man's desires are allowed to be 
satiated in excess. 

When man hved in a primitive state his instincts and de
sires were kept i n check (often brutally) by raw nature and 
external forces. But when man hves in a society (especially 
one of prosperity) he experiences the chance of fulfiUing his. 
instinctual desires in abvmdance, sometimes without limit. If 
there is no force to keep these desires in check and balance it 
becomes excessive over-indulgence. For the mgn not capable 
of the understanding and self-disdphne necessary to control 
this behavior (the mass), it leads people to hedonism, laziness, 
apathy, comfort-seeking, leisure, boredom, etc., and this in 
t \ im leads to the weakening of man, and society in general. 

Whenever man is in an unnatural state and his psycho
logical and instinctual needs are out of balance (excessive or 
repressive) he experiences symptoms of fiiistration, hostihty, 
•depression, anxiety and excessive stress. When kept in this 
state for a length of time, the effects of this condition manifest 
themselves into the degeneration we see today in rampant al-
cohohsm, drug abuse, hedonism, smcide, crime, thrill seeking, 
etc. 

Most modem men of today believe the "progress" of man, 
is man i n some new, changed or evolved form, that he is 
something genetically different and better than any before 
him. This progressionist thinker believes mankind and soci
ety are automatically moving toward some higher end or goal. 

This is a dangerovis "idea," and it is having disastrous re
sults. In reality, the progress of man and societj^ is nothing 
more than man's discovery of himself and the wprld around 
him. Man of today is the man of 10,000 years ago, with the 
same instincts, capacities and psychological make-up, then as 
now. The development of man and society is like that of the 
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lone man in his individual life span—from birth to old age he 
is continually learning, growing and discovering liimself and 
his cn\aronment. Technology, science, liLei'aturo, languages, 
polity, arts, .music, industrialism, etc., these are effects of man 
discovering himself and liis en^ r̂onment (the resources of na
ture). The more knowledge, enlightenment and under
standing a man gains tlirough life, the better :andsmaller the 
world appears around Mm. • ' 

If this lone man's development were to end mth his dea:th 
the next man would h|ve to go through the process aH'over 
again. But vidth the grouping of man and then societies, much 
of this infqnnation and discovery is passed on, and improved 
and added onto., from one'generation to the next; thus the 
semblance of progress and the false appearance of man 
changu.ig. But the man himself. Ins mind-body-soul m.ake-up 
never changes. Education, enlightenment ê id necessity only 
bring out the potential raan already has in him. 

On the societal, level, as long as man uses his ability to •ex-
famine and study societies of the past, learn from their mis-
taicBS and successes, society and its elements will continue to 
improve, ' 

So far in histoiy, we have seen that some 'ideas'' can. have 
eatastrophic results. A few ideas and methods that became 
•elements come to mind: communism, liberal-democracy, egah-
taiianism, multi-culturalism, progressionist theories, ^uper-
stitious anti-nature religions, hereditary aristocracy,, 
mass-industrialism, to name a few—the main "ideas." Actu
ally, all of these ideas and methods are anti-nature-^that is, 
they don't take man's human nature into consideration. So., 
all of the so-called "progress" in the world is of little use if 
man's new discoveries and enlightenments soon lead him. to 
ruin. Ideas have.consequenceŝ . 

The goal of sod.ety then, is to have men and elements .that 
have a thorough philosophic and physiognomic understanding 
of man's behaviors, instincts and natural human traits, with 
eldere of the vision and foresight to know if and where a par-
ticular idea, behef or theory might lead. Becaiose even if a so-
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ciety were to begin w i t h fpur healthy elements, i n order to 
maintain this health it mxist sti l l have men of the proper ca
pacity and caliber at the helm of each element. A n d this is 
only possible i f the society has the proper structure for allow
ing the best and most qualified men to assume these posi-
tionsi ' . . -

Note: When we mention elders, the Jewish race comes to 
mind. There is a definite wisdom to their elder system. Prob
ably the single most imp.orfant reason the Jews have stayed 
together as a race (even with their nomadic and parasitic na-
ture)'is because of the .rabbi. To Jews the rabbi is ihorethan 
just a figureihead of their religion. He is a teacher, scholar, 
mentor, spiritual advisor and big brother all i n one, there for 
all of his people. • i 

Using the United States of America as an example, we see 
that America started with a constitution to the element of the 
governing body, but with no other constitutions for the other 
three elements. A n d without the direction and control of a 
constiti;ition, men of a base natime are able to use arid ma-
niptdate these unguided, non-structured and lawless ele
ments for t h e i r own m a l i c i o u s purposes, to subvert and 
eventually overthrow the laws, ideals arid consciousness of 
•this lone element—the United States Constitution. 

We should now see why i t is imperative that each one of 
the four elements have a separate constitution of its own, for
mulated with the whole of society i n rnind, to work i n unison 
with al l other elements. In turn, the four constitutions (ele
ments) derive their inspirations, ideals and theories of laws 
and codes from the Ethos, for i t becomes the supreme funda-
nient of the land. 

This paper is the beginning of the preface to the fom* vol-
trmes written on each of the elements. Each volume of an ele
m e n t w o u l d be a c o m p i l a t i o n of a l l the k n o w l e d g e , 
enlightenment, history and experiences of al l our past socie
ties and c iv i l i zat ions . F r o m our ancestors we have much 
learning and experience to bui ld fi'om. To quote fi:om one of 
o m great ancestors: "... humanity wUl always have to continue 
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building where the last good fomidation stops. It wi l l not have 
to be ashamed of using already existing truths. For the whole 
of himian culture, as well as man himself, is only the result of 
a single long development i n which every generation contrib
uted and fitted i n its stone. Thus the meaning and purpose of 
revolutions is not to tear down the whole building, but to re
move what is bad or unsuitable and to continue building on 
the sound spot that has been l a i d bare. Thus alone can we, 
and may we, speak of the progress of himianity."^ 

So, a society begins w i t h a consciousness (the seed), the 
elements become the fi-uit, the society represents the entire 
plant (or organism). If the society began life i n conjunction 
with the cosmos, w i t h mother-natxu'e, then with human na
ture, and i f i t has w i t h i n its genetic code (the elements) the 
abi l i ty and w i l l to adapt, l ive w i t h a n d to l ive w i t h i n the 
boundaries (laws) of nature, i t w i l l be destined to remain 
healthy and strong, and i t w i l l propogate and progress. If i t 
did not, it wOl go through the inevitable process of aU organ
isms that did not or could not—^Decay and Extinction. 

NATIONALISM 
ETHOS 

RELIGIOUS CREED ECONOMIC CONSTITUTION 
GOVERNING-BODY CONSTITUTION 

SOCIAL-RACIAL CONSTITUTION 
E L D E R SYSTEM 

Ethos: the distinguishing character, sentiment, or moral 
nature: the guiding beliefs, standards or ideals that charac
terize or pervade a group, community, or people. The complex 
of fundamental values that underlie, permeate, or actuate 
major patterns of thought and behavior i n any particular cul-
time, society or institution (the value system of a group). 

2. A d o l f Hit ler , Mein Kampf 
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Nationality: a usually large and closely sissociated aggre
gation of people having a common and distinguishing racial, 
linguistic and cultural backgroxmd and forming one constitu
ent element of a larger group (as a nation). A giwp of people, 
tribes, or communities, bound together by a common-law or 
government. 

Consciousness: "I&iowledge is a collection of data—or
ganized data, presxmiably—in someone's mind, together with 
a system for making sense of it. But consciousness is a higher 
state of development. Consciousness is knowledge plus moti
vation. Knowledge involves only the mental faculty; con
sciousness involves a couphng of the mental and the spiritual 
facilities. Knowledge resides in the mind, in the depths; con
sciousness becomes a part of the personality; it resides on the 
surface as well as i i i the depths; it permeates the being. 

Consciousness is not just the set of opinions, knowledge, 
values or understanding, but it is the total configuration in 
any given individual, which make up his whole perception of 
reality, his whole world view. It is that by which he creates 
his own life and thus creates the society in which he lives. 
Consciousness then, becomes the way one lives, perceives and 
interprets hfe. 

Meritocracy: an educational system whereby the tal
ented and meritorious are chosen and moved ahead on the ba
sis of their achievement; leadership by the talented. 

National-Ethos: a movement that believes a society is 
comprised of foxn- elements; the ReHgious, the Economic, the 
Governing-Body, and the Social-Racial. And that these ele
ments must have set standards (constitutions) that coexist 
with each other and with an overriding value and behef sys
tem (Ethos), that unites all famihes, communities and people 
into one National Union. A nation (society) bound by one com
mon race, rehgion, language, social structure, cultxire, econ
omy, governing-body, and consciousness. • 
3. William Pierce, Hunter 
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The Jewish Problem 
by 

William L. Pierce, PhD 

I recently discussed the ongoing Jewish extortion effort 
against Switzerland. Jewish organizations claimed that 
Swiss banks were holding onto assets deposited by wealthy 
Jews i n the 1930s and 1940s who later perished during the 
Second World War and so were never able to retrieve their 
money. Jews demanded that this money be put into a spe
cial fand for so-called 'Holocaust survivors." 

More information has come to light about this Jewish 
extortion campaign, and I want to share it with you today, 
because it helps us to xmderstand better the situation all of 
us are in. In the first place, let us be clear on the point that 
what we are talking about is tfiot simply an effort by Jews 
to get back what rightfully belongs to them. It is not a mat
ter of aging "Holocaust survivors" David and Sarah Gold-
blatt i n M i a m i Beach t ry ing to get their hands on an 
account their late uncle Abe set up i n Switzerland before 
he was hauled off to Auschwitz i n 1943 and never seen 
again. It is, in fact, a massive campaign of criminal extor
tion, complete with threats, deception, and fraud oh a huge 
scale and criminal collusion by the Clinton government 
and the controlled news media. 

The initial response of the Swiss to the Jewish demand 
for money was to state that Jewish depositors Eilways had 
been treated just like all other depositors, and that Swiss 
bankers already had investigated their dormant accounts 
and looked for the rightful owners, and that there was at 
most a few mill ion dollars i n such accounts which, might 
belong to relatives of Jews who had died during the war. 
A l l David and Sarah Goldblatt had to do to claim Uncle 
Abe's money was present evidence that it was rightfully 
theirs. 

This, of course, wasn't what the Jews had i n mind at 
a l l , and so they began applying pressure and making 
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tlireats. Switzerland's president at the time, Jean-Pascal 
Delamuraz, angrily accused the Jews of "blackmail" and 
"extortion" in trying to pressure Switzerland to turn money 
over to them without any evidence' that they had a legiti
mate claim. But, unfortunately, Mr. Delamuraz was leav
ing of&ce at the end of 1996, and his succebbor was more 
willing to pay blackmail in order to avoid trouble. Just to 
make sure that the Swiss got the message the Jews per
suaded some of their Christian collaborators to join their 
campaign. Willing church leaders in Switzerland organized 
a public demonstration in Zurich by 15,000 churchgoers 
who demanded that the Swiss government and the Swiss 
bankers give "God's Chosen People" whatever they wanted 
and stop accusing the poor, persecuted Jews of blackmail. 

The Swiss bankers and the Swiss politicians are a bit 
more hardheaded than these pale, soft, hymn-singing 
chxarchgoers, however. Arguments that God's Chosen Peo
ple deserve whatever they want because the Bible says so 
have Httle effect on them. The real pressure was being ap
plied to them out of the public's eye. On January 10, 1997, 
billionaire Jewish liquor merchant Edgar Bronfman, head 
of the World Jewish Congress, met with the Swiss ambas
sador to the United States and threatened him that unless 
Switzerland coughed up $250 milHon immediately, the up
coming Congressional hearings by the House Banking 
Committee would be made as embarrassing as possible for 
Switzerland. 

And other pressure was being applied behind the 
scenes. A group of New York Jews, claiming to be "Holo
caust victims," brought a class-action suit against three of 
Switzerland's largest banks and petitioned the Federal Re
serve Bank of New York to suspend the banking licenses of 
the defendant banks pending the outcome of the lawsuit. If 
such a petition were granted it would cause the banks to 
lose bilHons of dollars. 

Israel got into the campaign when the Jewish Agency, 
headquartered in Jerusalem, hinted that it would call for a 
worldwide boycott of Swiss banks if the former Swiss presi-
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dent didn't apologize for characterizing the Jewish cam
paign as "extortion." The result of this threat was the apol
ogy which had been demanded, And Mr. Clinton's State 
Department has been cooperating with the campaign by 
releasing a sex-ies of World War II documents, one every 
week or so, purporting to show that the Swiss were cozy 
with the Germans during the war. The release of these 
documents at this time is clearly a ploy calculated to em
barrass Switzerland and put pressure on that country to 
bow to Jewish demands for more and more money. 

The Swiss already have coughed up the $250 milhon 
demanded by Bronfman, and now the Jews are indicating 
that that is just the first payment. They are suggesting 
that $7 bilhon may be a reasonable total amount for Swit
zerland to pay the Jews. And the Jews claim that they 
can't understand why so many people hate them! 

It is clear in this case that the Jews will go for just as 
much money as they figure they can extort fi'om the Swiss, 
and not a shekel less. And it is the shekels which count 
with them, not how many more people learn to hate them 
as a consequence of their behavior. That's the way it's al
ways been with them. Of course, in this case it's hard to 
feel sorry for the Swiss, because they chose to capitiilate to 
the extortion rather than to fight — which is what the 
Jews calculated they would do. In this democratic era 
there just don't seem to be politicians or businessmen any
where with principles or a sense of honor. 

Another interesting example of the Jews' characteristic 
of pushing ahead arrogantly with whatever they believe is 
advantageous to them without any concern for the hatred 
which their behavior generates came to my attention re
cently. The great fad these days, the great media-promoted 
craze, is "diversity," and Jews are to be found in every nook 
and cranny of the "diversity" movement. Jews produce the 
"diversity" propaganda, they agitate for new "diversity" leg
islation, and they always are pushing to cram more "diver
sity" down our throats. If they see any group of White 
people — the residents of an. apartment building, students 
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i n a school c lassroom, a sports team, a S a t u r d a y - n i g h t 
poker club, any all-White group — they w i l l try to force the 
group to accept three Zulus , a Chijnaman, and a disabled 
Hispanic lesbian. 

The idea, of course, is to exterminate us, to wage geno
cide against us, to leave us no opporttmity to be among our 
own land, no opportunity to feel a sense of kinship and be
longing among our own people, no opportunity to organize 
and defend ourselves. They want to be the one and only 
self-conscious group on this earth able to act intel l igently 
i n promoting their group interests, and then the world w i l l 
belong to them. They've been pretty successful so far i n 
their campaign against us. 

They've been successful because they've kept their mo
tives moderately wel l concealed, and they've been able to 
persuade large segments of our own people to collaborate 
w i t h t h e m i n t h e i r " d i v e r s i t y " c a m p a i g n by c o n v i n c i n g 
them that it 's the "moral" t h i n g to do. The hymn-singers 
are an example. 

B u t sometimes their arrogance just runs away w i t h it
self and blows their cover. They put out a newsletter called 
Managing Diversity', w h i c h goes to a l l of the government 
agencies i n Washington. It tells the bureaucrats how they 
can increase the amount of "diversity" i n their bai l iwicks 
and st i l l keep things under control. It tells them how they 
can displace more normal, White government workers wi th 
H m o n g tr ibesmen, wetbacks, or AIDS-infected alternate 
life-stylers and sti l l keep the remaining Whites from rebel
ling. 

In addi t ion to this sort of pract ica l advice, Managing 
Diversity also has a lot of "sensitivity t ra in ing" articles i n 
its issues: articles which are supposed to be posted for the 
White workers to read i n order to keep them feeling guilty 
and cowed. A n example is a front-page article i n a recent 
issue of Managing Diversity w r i t t e n by H a r r i s Sussman, 
P h D . Doctor Sussman's article is t i t led "What Ai-e the V a l 
ues of White People?" A n d then this too-clever and too-ar
rogant J e w i s h "d ivers i ty" promoter turns a n d bites the 
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very hymn-singers who have collaborated with h i m and his 
k i n d most eagerly. He writes: 

It (.urn.s GUI L h a l L h e white people we are taii<ing 
about have been primarily Chri.stian.s, often acting 
in the name of their Chri.stian values. . . . In tlie 
name of Christian values they had the Inc|uisition. 
They called native peoples "savages" who did not 
qualify as human beings. They set up definitions of 
pagans, heathens, primitives, undeveloped people 
which left Christians superior and dominant. They 
ki l led Jews and Gypsies in the Holocaust. 
In our post-modern vocabulary, "whites" or "the 
white m a n " is all we need to say to invoke this his-
toiy and experience of injustice and cruelty. W l i e n 
we say "white people," we mean the people who 
value things over people, who value money over 
people. We know exactly what their values are and 
where they lead. We have all paid a terrible price 
for those values. 

Remember, this is a Jew telKng us that we Gentiles are 
too interested i n money. In the same article Doctor Suss
m a n goes on to gloat over what he a n d his k i n d already 
have done to W h i t e people w i t h their bra inwashing cam
paign. He gloats over the psychological and spiritual dam
age his "diversity" campaign already has caused. He crows: 

M a n y white people are uneasy with their o w i his
tory. They are having a profound identity crisis. . . . 
This means that many white people do not think of 
themselves as white people. 

H e t h e n d e s c r i b e s the m a n y ways i n w h i c h g u i l t -
stricken Wliites are t ry ing to escape from their own iden
t i t y a n d conform to w h a t S u s s m a n a n d his fel low Jews 
want them to be. H e writes that many confused White peo
ple are t ry ing to "adopt the. values of native peoples. Look 
at ecofeminism, look at h o l i s t i c h e a l t h . E a r t h D a y , the 
Rainbow Gathering." 
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Copies of Managing Diversity can be found i n every 
government workplace in Washington. Sussman figures 
that the hymn-singers wil l let him kick them in the teeth 
and then wil l lick his toes and be^ for another kick. And, 
unfortunately, that's exactly what many of them wil l do. 
There's a sort of masochistic tendencj^ among many of 
them. But there are a lot of us White people who aren't 
masochists, a lot of us unreconstructed White boys who 
don't react to Doctor Sussman and his kind the way they 
want us to, a lot of us who read what he has to say and 
then make a pledge to ourselves that oue day we'll rid our 
society of his poison, no matter what i t takes. And, you 
know, there are some old-fashioned Cliristians among us 
too, who wiU be more than happy to help! 

These two examples of Jewish behavior — the brazen 
extortion of hundreds of millions of dollars from the Swiss 
people and the arrogant gloating about the damage they 
have done to us with their "diversity" campaign — these 
two examples lead us to a closely related subject discussed 
earlier — the so-called "Holocaust." We've looked at vari
ous aspects of "Holocaust" propaganda i n the past, and 
we've uncovered some of their little psychological tricks, 
such as calling anyone who doesn't swallow the whole 
myth lock, stock, and barrel a "Holocaust denier." If you 
question any of their numbers about how many Jews sup
posedly were put into gas chambers, if you question a sin
gle one of their overblown atrocity stories, then you're a 
"Holocaust denier," implying that you believe that the Ger
mans took no defensive measures at all against the Jews 
during the Second World War, when, in fact, you know that 
the Germans did try to rid themselves of Jewish influence. 

We've examined some of these tricks of theirs, and 
we've explored some of their specific lies about the "Holo
caust," but the question remains: Why do they do it? Why 
do they push the "Holocaust" business so hard? Why, 55 
years after the fact, they keep playing the same tune? Why 
do they demand that the American taxpayers provide free 
land for "Holocaust" museums for them? Why do they de-
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mand that oux children in the public schools be subjected 
to "Holocaust" propaganda courses? They are awai'e that 
many other peoples have gone through their own "holo
causts": the Armenians, the Germans, the Ukrainians, the 
Russians. Why is it only the Jews who keep pushing it, 
only the Jews who make it the focus of their lives, the es
sential core of their identity? 

We know the answer to this question now. We under
stand that they push the "Holocaust" for two reasons: first, 
because they make lots and lots of money from it; and sec
ond, because it protects them from criticism and enables 
them to get away with the most outrageous behavior, be
havior that would not be tolerated'in any other people. 
They have just collected $250 mill ion i n cold, hard cash 
from the Swiss i n b lackmai l money: money which the 
Swiss gave to them not because there was the slightest evi
dence that the Jews were entitled to any of it, but simply to 
avoid a boycott. Now, the Jews are aiming for $7 billion 
more from the Swiss the same way. Anybody else who tried 
a stunt like that would end up in prison for extortion. The 
Swiss government wouldn't have caved in to anybody else. 
If, for example, the heirs of Russian aristocrats who were 
butchered by Jewish Commxmists in the 1920s had made a 
similar demand on the Swiss bankers for lost assets, the 
Swiss would have fought them all the way. But they didn't 
want to fight the Jews — they even apologized for frankly 
telling the Jews what they thought about the whole racket 
— because they knew the Jews would wrap themselves in 
the 'Holocaust" and it would look Hke the Swiss were pick
ing on the poor, innocent, defenselessl', persecuted dears. 
They knew the Jews had them beat at the propaganda 
game, at the sympathy game. 

That's just one example of the cash value of the 'Holo
caust." Another example is the $4 billion in American tax
payers' money which goes to Israel every year. Germany 
has also given Israel billions of dollars over the past 50 
years, paid for by German taxpayers. 

Or consider Doctor Sussman's boasting about the dam-
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age the Jews' "diversity" propaganda already has done to 
the self-image of many gulHble White people. Who else but 
a Jew would have the brass for that? And where does that 
brass come from? It comes from a sure knowledge that he 
can retreat into his 'Sdctim" status if anyone calls him to 
account. He knows that he can invoke the "Holocaust," that 
he can wrap himself in the "Holocaust," and his accusers 
will retreat in embarrassment. At least, the hymn-singers 
will retreat in embarrassment. And any harder-headed 
critic of the Jews or their behavior or their influence knows 
that he will be regarded as a bully by everyone who has 
been taken in by the'Holocaust" propaganda. 

The fact is that we do have a Jewish problem' in Amer
ica. It is by fair thq biggest and most dangerous problem we 
have. It is worse than our crime problem, worse than our 
drug problem, worse than,our political corruption problem, 
wor̂ e than our immigration problem, worse even than our 
race problem. Our Jewish problem, in fact, lies at the root 
of nearly all of oior, other problems. If we are to have a fu
ture we must solve it, We cannot let ourselves be buffaloed 
by the "Holocaust." We must face the fact that, regardless 
of all the nicej iinoffensiye Jews you may know as individu
als,; all of the Je\yS! who mind their own business, the Jews 
as a whole are destroyin'g our society. Their policies are 
poison to us. And with their eoritrol of our news and enter
tainment media and their corollary control of our political 
system, they have a'death grip on our country. We must 
have the courage to stand up to them and to do eveiything 
necessary to break that death grip. We must free our me
dia and our government frohi their infltience. We must 
make an example of the Sussmans and all of their collabb-
rators. Otherwise they will destroy us as surely as they 
have destroyed every other society in which they were 
given free rein. 

Reprinted from Free Speech, April 1997. 
Subscriptions available from National Alliance 

P.O. Box 90, Hillsboro, W V 24946 
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Conspiracies, Then and Now 
by Moriarty 

In the America of the 1950s and 1960s, it was not uncommon, 
on meeting a fellow right-winger,.to come to touch on—better put, 
to dwell on— what we called in those times the Communist men
ace. Nor was it less common, after sundry Bolshevik atrocities 
and terrifying threats had passed in review, for one of us to play 
the trump in civilized humanity's case for the prosecution: "Com
munism's a conspiracy, you know." So we knew—or thought we 
knew. 

It's almost a decade since the U.S.S.R., well, not exactly col
lapsed, but began to slough off its Soviet skin. Only a few die-
hards, even on the right seem willing to maintain that this is all a 
carefully contrived deception to lu l l us to our doom. Nor is it 
widely claimed, even in the remotest stands of Birchdom, that 
whatever beast is aborning or slouching is worse, or could be 
worse, than Lenin's, Stalin's, Brezhnev's Russia. 

More than 30 years after the late Revilo Oliver debunked con
clusively the right-wing delusion that some malevolent and seem
ingly omnipotent combination was to blame for all the right 
wing's and all the white man's woes, communism may be mori
bund, but conspiracy—The Conspiracy—lives on. 

Consult the booklist of nearly any "patriotic" publisber. Three 
years short of the millennium the same hodge-podges of Gothic 
romances, arabesque invention, baroque exaggeration, Victorian 
consternation—all calculated to make your maiden auntie and 
10,000 right-wingers swoon—vend and wend their way among 
our kind. 

Freemasons? Rosicrucians? Illuminati? Banksters? Bilderber-
gers? CFR? Skull and Bones? Club of Rome! A diller, a dollar, a 
thousand Rhodes scholars! 

Run even part way through the profusion of plotters and corn-
plotters that "experts" in "conspiriology"—as many of them like to 
call "science"—^have at their fingertips and the names begin to 
have a nonsensical, but vaguely comforting ring, somewhat like ^ 
the London church-bell rhymes of fond remembrance from child
hood. 

What then is wrong with a little conspiracy tbeory? First, as 
Professor Oliver argued in his magisterial Conspiracy orDegener-
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acy [available from Liberty Bell Publications, $6.00 + $2.00 post
age], it doesn't adequately describe reality, aside from failing to 
explain the workings of politics and history. 

It is noteworthy that the very word conspiracy is a legalism, 
denoting a secret plan to carry out a crime. Conspiriologists have 
converted this legal formulation into a moral one, whereby all the 
doings of designated "conspirators" become evil. (Note that often 
enough the "conspirators" or their elements—e.g., the institution 
of the Rhodes scholarships—are seldom crimes by law.) 

The malign afflatus of conspiracy quickly overwhelms its indi
vidual crimes, real or imagined. Soon enough a Manichaean 
(Magian in Spengler's sense) spirit infuses the conspiracy hunt
ers, the most fervent of whom may discover in the workings of the 
Federal Reserve or the Order of Demolay the direct and continu
ing work of the Evi l One himself 

This is not to argue—any more than Oliver did—that con
spiracies don't occur. Leaving aside the innumerable criminal and 
sometimes not-so-criminal arrangements that delight American 
prosecutors' hearts (and wishing sadly in passing that some of our 
rambunctious and misguided activists had know the practical 
consequences of their own "conspiracies"), plots to overthrow gov
ernments, to topple dynasties, even found new nations have been 
a staple of history. 

The authors of England's Glorious Revolution, and our own, 
were just as conspiratorial as those who masterminded France's 
and Russia's upheavals. But try to find a patriot who'd call Wash
ington and Jefferson "conspirators." His contemporaries, however, 
weren't afraid to call the Sage of Monticello conspirator, revolu
tionary or worse. Ya le College President Timothy Dwight 
stumped the country accusing Jefferson of being an Illuminatus. 

This sort of historical embarrassment is common enough for 
the current crop of conspiriologists. Their politics are generally 
populist. They scorn "elites." But the conspiracy literature they 
feast on is often absolutist; often stalwartly Papist—logically out 
of place at gun shows and right-wing conclaves where it's sold as 
its sellers would be i f they sat behind their tables in the costumes 
of the Ancien Regime. 

"But, ah," some argue, "conspiracy makes good propaganda. 
Certainly it sells. When all the names of defunct cabals are gotten 
through, at bottom lurks, invariably—the Jew!" 

Is the possibility of conjuring up from all the gimcrack appa-
ratus of conspiriology the Eternal Jevf—Judeus ex machina, i f you 
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will—enough to make it all worthwhile? Once more following Re-
vilo Oliver, I say no. Conspiracy mongers invariably treat the 
Jewish problem in one of two ways: they either overrate and over-
damn the Jews and their influence, or timorously, they leave 
them out altogether. 

As Oliver, in his learned prescience, foresaw over three dec
ades ago, Aryan objectivity and ingenuity has begun to devise, 
under the rubric of sociobiology, the first synthesis of which was 
broached by Professor E.O. Wilson, theories that explain the Jews 
and their behavior. One such, Professor Kevin Macdonald's A Peo
ple That Shall Dwell Alone: Judaism As an Evolutionary Group 
Strategy (Praeger, Westport, CT, 1994), is easily worth the price 
of all the anti-Semitic conspiracy pamphlets combined. 

A book like above brings the Jewish problem within the prov
ince of biology, within the same precincts as the racial problems 
which perturb the American social order. Here let us note how 
seldom the conspiracy screeds even so much as glance at race. 
The fall of the Knights Templar, the introduction of the metric 
system, the symbols on the reverse of a dollar bill—these are 
deemed far more important that the history, say, of how Amer
ica's immigi-ation policy was turned topsy-turvy in the 1960s. 

Most instaurationists aren't conspiracy buffs. The editor has 
wisely seen to that. But on the wide and woolly right conspiracy 
theories rule. 

Thirty years after Oliver's Conspiracy or Degeneracy, neatly a 
decade after our "victory" over the Soviet, hot even the publiely 
proclaimed intent to turn America into a: Third World nation— 
and the effects of that transformation day by day, year by year, 
decade by decade—the awful truth is transformed, transvested, 
gussied up in conspiratorialist drag. Then, and only then, the cob
webs fall from glazed eyes. The patriots smile, they understand: 
"Oh, you mean the New World Order! It's a conspiracy, you 
know." 

Reprinted from InstaUration, May 1997. 
Subscriptions available from 

Howard Allen Enterprises, 
Box 76, Cape Canaveral FL 32920. 
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LETTERS 
T O T H E 
EDITOR 

Dear George: 
I have to " attempf'to an

swer a letter to the Liberty Bell 
of April on page 51, by Charles 
Weber. 

Now I have read Mr. We
ber's articles in the past and at the moment can think of 
none that I disagreed with, however I am disappointed 
with this letter. To start with, he lifted one sentence out of 
one paragraph, completely out of context and turns out 
three pages that had at least one error and some "history" 
that had no significance with the thesis of my article. 

Everyone who has read history knows that "money" has 
been one of the most controversial subjects of history, why, 
because "He who controls money, controls the life blood of a 
nation" The Federal Reserve Act was passed in 1913, not 
1919, which also could be said was the date the Jews had 
finally got control of the "World's money supply". The first 
step in world control is the control of money, everything 
else falls in place as needed. 

What I wanted to do was expose the Federal Reserve 
and to present an alternative solution. What I also wanted 
was for the 100% gold backed money crowd to explain 
where they get the gold necessary for their type of money; 
you see, the Jews have all the gold. "He who has the gold 
makes the rules." 

It has been some time since the Wright Brothers flew 
their aeroplane and quite a lot of improvement has taken 
place since then in aeroplane construction. We have been 
using the Jew's money system quite sometime and I think 
we can improve on that. In my opinion, money should rep
resent wealth and should be created into circulation, for 
goods and services, not borrowed into circulation. That 
should be one of the main duties of a responsible Govern
ment. If we can ever dislodge Jewish power from Govern
ment and the news media, we can get a responsible 
Government. 

No, Mr. Weber, I do not have Ph.D. behind my name 
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and I never went to college. I have done a lot of things, 
from docking lambs to a construction superintendent and 
many other things, and I read a lot, and I mal<e up my own 
mind. And, Mr. Weber, if you have a better plan, I am all 
for it. What is it? 

Clark M.Cornell, Idaho 
* * e 

March 14th, 1997 
Dear Mr. Dietz: 

I received your March 1997 issue today and find it ex
cellent as usual. 

However, there was no answer by Winston Smith, Gen
eral Secretary of the NSWPP, to the vicious, lying letter by 
Kevin Strom in your lastiq ue.[See the February issue, 
pages 50 ff. —Editor]. Why was it not published in your 
March issue? [Simply because the March issue had been 
printed before we received the reply by Winston Smith. It V 
was printed on page 56 of the April issue!—^Editor] 

I trust this negligence will be corrected in your next is
sue! If not, I fear I will have to cancel my subscription and 
cease any further contact with you. 

I, along with a growing number of former members of 
the National Allliance have left and are now proud mem
bers of the National Socialist White People's Party. It 
would be a serious mistake if you side with Pierce and re
fuse to print General Secretary Smith's excellent refuta
tion of Storm's miserable and false attack. 

Yours for Aryan Victory, 
J.W.H., Florida 

SB « « 

March 19, 1997 
Dear Mr. Dietz: 

I thoroughly enjoyed the last two issues (February and 
March) of Liberty Bell, and I certainly want the four pre-
ceeding articles on "The Way Ahead" written by Colin Jor
dan. 

I also loved Bruce's [Campbell] article on "Our People, 
the Aryans" and I thought Richard Bentinck's 'The Descen-
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sion of Man" absolutely delightful. What a wonderful sense 
of humor. He reminds me a bit of R.P. Oliver whose style I 
always envied. 

I'm so sorry to hear about your illness. Please be very 
careful and try not to overdo the work load when you begin 
again. This is a very hard period for people like us who 
care and who know from their own experience how much 
America has changed since the early part of this century. 

I am enclosing a letter that I have written to The New 
American. I realize that it will accomplish nothing, but 
perhaps if they get enough of their readers to express the 
same sentiments, it might make them think a little bit. I 
have the feeling that people like that are infinitely more 
dangerous than our outspoken enemies who at least leave 
us in no doubt about how they feel. 

It has also occurred to me that the 'dumbing down' of 
America was accelerated not only through the public school 
system but also through the monstrous numbers of good 
men slaughtered in the last two world wars and the mini-
wars that have followed, all engineered through the politi
cal and media dominance of the Zionist Jews. After all, 
isn't that part of the blueprint for world domination as out
lined in the Protocols of the Elders ofZion? 

I hope you will take a prolonged and restful vacation 
before you come back to continue the publication of Liberty 
Bell. We need people Hke you, desperately. 

Sincerely yoxurs, 
Mrs. Lee Norris, California 

***** 
14 Bryn Mawr, Apt F 
San Rafael. CA. 94901 

March 17, 1997 

Julie DuFrane, Circulation Manager 
The New American 
P.O. Box 80,40 
Appleton, WI 54913-9895 
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Dear Julie: 
I have been very pleased with your magazine's expo-

sxure of the police state that characterizes our present fed
eral government, though I would be more grateful i f you 
would also expose exactly what and who is behind all this 
rottenness. This desecration of what was once a great 
country seems to me to have been deliberately planned as 
an on-going campaign since the ending of the first world 
war, steppped up during the Roosevelt administration and 
brought to almost full bloom under the drug-infested, sexu
ally perverted, criminally involved Clinton cesspool. It is 
no accident that the entire media is playing the game 
along with the politicians. It was not by chance that the so
cialized nanny state took form under Roosevelt, or that the 
churches, schools, and judicial system have all become will
ing allies in making us into a one-party, third world slave 
pen for the coming New World Order, Nor has the flooding 
of the country with substandard aliens been accidental. As 
Roosevelt, the degenerate representative of a once elite 
Wasp family, said many years ago, "Nothing happens by 
chance. You can believe that it was planned that way". 

Then how and when and why was it so planned? Don't 
tell me that this has all been a nat\iral degeneration of a 
once great people. Such a profound unplanned change 
could never have happened in the short space of 30 to 40 
years. It had to be a style of brainwashing so expertly ap
plied, so irresistibly motivated that even a people as basi
cally strong as the Nordic Americans fell victims to it. 

I want the guilty parties to be identified—and punished 
in a manner equal to the fiendish tortures given the Ger
man leaders at the Nuremberg trials following World War 
II. I watched the same evil force at work in the Republic of 
South Africa, using the same methods and achieving the 
same shameful triumph over the very competent apartheid 
government established under Dr. Vervoerd. And until we 
know why this was done and who has been responsible for 
it we will never be able to break loose from its alien octo-
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pus grip on our western culture and civilization. Your very 
admirable articles on whnt is wrong will never accomplish 
anything unless you also answer the question of what force 
is directing this obscenity and why it is being done. And 
don't use the simplistic explanation of MONEY madness. It 
goes much deeper than that, else why would it be neces
sary to destroy our religion, our culture, and our very ra
cial soul in the pro- cess? 

I am re-subscribing for six more month hoping thâ t you 
will follow the trail of this evil and horribly destructive 
force to its source and help bring back the America that we 
once knew. 

Sincerely, 
Lee Norris 

» * * 
April 14, 1997 

Dear Sir: 
I have been a subscriber to Instauration, Liberty Bell, 

GANPAC, Truth-At-Last, Free Speech, American Renais
sance, Mythbusters, Resistance, and other racialist publi
cations for a number of years now. I am beginning to feel it 
is all a waste of time and money. Nothing is ever done. 

Despite all the good writing found in these publica
tions; despite the splendid definitions of the problems fac
ing Aryans in the West today; despite the web-pages we 
have on the Internet, we are spinning our wheels. 

I am so bloody tired of hearing about all the terrible 
things negros (bantus I call them) are doing to us and to 
our society. It only takes 50 such examples to get the atten
tion of even the moronic elfement in our midst. The same 
can be said for the jews. We all know by now what harm 
they have done and are doing us. Merely repeating tales of 
that harm ad infinauseum to the same group does no good 
at all. 

. We can not put into effect racial, environmental and 
economic policies similar to those of the Third Reich with
out political power. We can't gain political power without 
gaining the minds of a large segment of the white popula-
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tion. We can't gain the minds of the people without strong 
media presence. We can't get that without money...lots of 
money. So there is the problem in a nutshell: money. 

We are not going to attract anyone with raoney as a 
splintered, feuding group of apparent losers. The racial 
movement has to first coagulate aroxmd a political theory. I 
think it has to be a very radical theory such as National 
Socialism. What won me to the racialist movement in the 
first place was finally reading Adolf Hitler's Mein Kampf 
and finding that I instinctively agreed with most of the 
propositions he set forth. That was followed by Alfred 
Rosenberg The Myth of the 20th Century and the Holocaust 
on Trial by Robert Lenski. These works opened my eyes as 
to the identity of those who caused the decay of the West 
and made me aware of the urgent need to combat these de
stroyers: the Jews. 

We must not only weld our splintered groups together, 
there must appear from somewhere a man of the hour. A 
leader. A man of great courage, strong will, genius. A man 
of superb character. A man of honor and honesty. A man 
not wiUing to compromise. A man of great charisma, yet a 
man who knows humility and is not eaten by the worm of 
egoism. Movements get nowhere without superhuman 
leadership. While he will be a target of ZOG and ZOG's 
many allies, we must sxirround him with our lives. Time is 
short. Let the search begin. 

E.H., Arkansas 
« » * 

Dear Sir: 
I believe that the American people are so conditioned 

and brainwashed by the media that any mention of race 
automatically causes the great majority of them to "turn 
off' and reject anything else you might say out of hand. As 
long as any movement appears to match the stereotype 
planted in the people's heads by the media it will get no
where. Those who conform to the "racist cracker redneck" 
image only drive people away and make our chances for 
victory even slimmer (if there still are any). Publications 
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such as WAR and Racial Loyalty wiU only alienate most of 
oux" potential recruits and justify the media's stereotjrpe. 
We constantly play into their hands and get nowhere. We 
need people. We need grassroots support. In a coimtry this 
size we need at least a million people. The ideology which 
is the right one is that which mobilizes a million people. If 
you don't have the technology or the money, you need peo
ple. Our enemies have unlimited funds and control of the 
mass media. If we cannot get a groundswell of discon-
tended people together we will die. 

We need to attract all those who have suffered in any 
way because of the system, and there are many. Victims of 
crime, drugs, unemployment, the corrupt system, the evil, 
self-destructive pop culture— these are the issues we must 
address. People who have lost their jobs, have a raped 
daughter, or a dead child due to drugs don't want to hear 
about race or genetics. We have a far better chance than 
Rockwell did to influence people because in the '50's this 
country was still prosperous and safe, but we keep beating 
our heads up against the same stone wall and are getting 
nowhere. We do exactly what our enemies expect every 
time and they use us. The Americans judge people as indi
viduals. There's no tribal instinct to harness here as in 
Europe, I think something more akin to Italian Fascism 
would gain more adherents, AT THE PRESENT TIME. 

We must get the ears of at least a milhon people before 
we have the power to do anything. Now we have next to 
none. I believe this would evolve into National Socialism as 
it did in Germany, but AFTER we have power. It wasn't 
racial slogans which brought the NSDAP to power, it was 
"Arbeit, Freiheit und Brot." 

We all know that o^xr enemies are Communists. They 
didn't get into power by flying the Red Flag or singing the 
"Internationale." They got into power by preaching compas
sion and kindness, by addressing the grievances of one 
part of society and appearing as social reformers. That's 
also how they got accepted by the Middle Class. Today, I'm 
afraid. Liberalism IS Americanism, and now that they 
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have the power they drop the mask and come after us! 
But, now, we have an advantage too. Never in the Ms-

tory of the United States have so many people hated the 
system. They are giving us our last opportunity. Ironically, 
we are like Gandhi and the British. They have all the 
money and power and we have a lot of disaffected people. 
The unions have sold them out and the churches have 
mostly defected to the other side. We must agitate the un
employed, the dispossessed farmers, the victims of crime 
and corruption. We must campaign for order, morality, 
jobs, and national self-sufficiency. We must attack what 
the people hate—crime, governmental corruption, the 
banks, NAFTA, GATT, perversion, drugs, and the media 
which supports i t al l . We must show the people how 
they've been sold out by the system and by all those in 
power. Only by mobihzing the disaffected and giving them 
a solution to their problems do we still have a chance. 

Sincerely, 
G.A.C., York, PA 

SB SB ® 

Dear George: 
Seems Clinton is stealing Hitler's thunder and not even 

giving him credit. A "wanna-be" president wanting to go 
down in history as a caring man and a "wanna-be" being 
groomed for the job to show people how to volunteer and 
care for everyone. 

And I have no doubt people shall fall for all this. 
Sincerely, 

Mrs. S,W.K., Oregon 
« » « 

Dear Editor, 
We are told by our government that our military is 

down-sizing, closing bases, forts, etc., yet these closed 
bases and sea-ports have been opened to foreign troops un
der the flag of the communist-dominated, while our boys 
have been sent aroimd the globe on their so-called Peace-
Keeping Missions, 

There are a half-million people around the Tennessee 
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Valley Authority (TVA) in parts of Kentucky and Tennes
see, involving a few million acre?, being told to move. An 
angry bunch of people are having meetings on this situ
ation, while the mihtary are taking over hundreds of thou
sands of acres in Mississippi and Louisiana, in addition to 
what they already have. Again the controlled media is si
lent. 

Then there is "Weather Control as a Weapon" against 
our people. Russia and the United States have been experi
menting with weather control as a weapon of war for 20 
years. We now have towers throughout the U.S. to elec
tronically alter the weather, floods, drought, tornados and 
possibly earthquakes. This is scary folks, look at what is 
happening in the mid-west this year, and the year before 
in western states. I have just received a 90-minute video on 
this subject. If you want a copy, call 1-800-729-4131, or 
write to Bob Fletcher, 10061 Riverside Dr., #801, North 
Hollywood, CA. 91602. 

If we would direct the energy that we put into the 
sports world into saving our nation, we could triple our 
chances of regaining our freedom, so that we can try our 
traitors on the court house lawn. 

The spiritual world is not in the business of saving mis
guided nations, we have to do it ourselves. 

Sincerely, 
G.T., Lousiana 

« « « 
23 April 1997 

Dear Liberty Bell: 
...I wish to cancel my subscription because I've re

thought my ideas on race. (I still appreciate and agree with 
your historical Revisionist views however.) Last year my 
dad remarried after losing my mom to cancer in 1994. The 
woman he married has an adopted daughter who is His
panic (Puerto Rican to be precise). I've come to see her and 
her husband (he's Caucasian) and their two children (6 and 
4) as human beings who I think a great deal of, therefore I 
can't accept all the racist bullshit I've read in L.B. over the 
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years 
I guess I'm a revisionist and free-thinker in the mold of 

my friend Bradley Smith out in California (who's married 
to a Mexican-American lady, incidentally). Please refund 
my subscription as soon as possible 

P.S. For what it's worth, I still support your right to 
free speech 100%, even though I think your race ideas are 
wrong. 

Thanks, 
M.R., New Jersey 

8B « « 

Suggestion to get even with Gun 
Grabbers and other criminals and have 

some fun while we are at it 
Patriots could identify in their commvmity those people 

who are proponents of disarming the American people, the 
gun grabbers, and make it as well known as possible that 
this household is presumably unarmed, and would look 
like inviting, easy pickings to criminals. On the other side, 
patriots who are opposing our gun-grabbing enemies can 
display identification of the American Rifle Association, 
Gun Owners of America, or the like, that would indicate 
that their household is armed and ready, and so deflect 
criminals away from such household to those of the deserv
ing gun grabbers. This policy shoxild help to protect decent 
Americans and give the gun grabbers what they have com
ing to them. If it turns out the gun grabber is armed after 
all, tough luck for the criminal, and the gun grabber gets 
put in a bind with his hypocracy. LET'S GIVE IT A TRY! 

a * s 

The Tyranny That Has Become Ours 
When people have been made to bend their will to that 

of government in so many fields as we have, and this with
out any meaningful opposition, it is because the modern 
media, in collusion with government, have proved capable 
of deceiving the public to an extent never before possible. 

Our government and the media have become an evil, 
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omniscient enemy. They are waging an unrelenting war 
against all we hold dear, while at the same time feigning 
concern and regard for them. 

Never has treason had such a traiterous handmaiden 
so odious and false as to now threaten our very existence 
as a country and people. It brazenly advocates the relin
quishing of our sovereignty and becoming a vassal of the 
U.N.'s New World Order. 

That this New World Order means slavery for the 
U.S.A. no one dares to say. And until this is realized and 
understood meaningful opposition will not occur. The me
dia will see to it that truth is kept hidden. 

Our tyranny is such that it cries to high heaven. The 
same as when our children were sent to school areas where 
politicians themselves feared to tread. Then came the time 
when God and Prayer were banned from their schools in 
order to let chaos enter. 

An now, the present, when government uproots entire 
inner city neighborhoods and moves them en mass into 
smaller communities without any regard for the inhabi
tants thereof. That such sudden population influx moves 
are unnatural and bode naught but trouble for both parties 
means nothing to the tyrant in Washington. 

When asked from whence this govemnment of the peo
ple derived its power to hurt the people — there was ho 
honesty but lies and threats. 

And thus the people are afraid of their government. 
The people live in fear of the tyrant. How else does one de
scribe such an evil praticing authority? 

And is it not time to end such tyranny? Therefore, is it 
not now time to talk with your neighbors? If you, and you, 
and you do nothing — God help us! And may He and your 
children forgive you. 
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K E E P THE LIBERTY BELL RINGING! 

Please remember: Our Fight is Your figlnti Donate whatever you 
can spare on a regular-monthly or quarterly-basis. Whether it Is 
$2., $5., $20., or $100. or more, rest assured it is needed here and 
will be used In our common struggle. If you are a businessman, 
postage stamps in any denomination are a legitimate business ex
p e n s e - a n d we need and use many of these here every m o n t h -
and will be gratefully accepted as donations . 

Your donations will help us spread the Message of Liberty and 
White Survival throughout the land, by making available additional 
copies of our printed material to fellow Whites who do not yet know 
what Is In store for them. 

Order our pamphlets, booklets, and, most Importantly, our 
reprints of revealing articles which are Ideally suited for mass dis 
tributlon at reasonable cost. Order extra copies of Liberty Bell for 
distribution to your circle of friends, neighbors, and relatives, urging 
them to subscribe to our unique publication. Our bulk prices are 
shown on the Inside front cover of every Issue of Liberty Bell. 

Pass along your copy of Liberty Bell, and copies of reprints you 
obtained from us, to friends and acquaintances who may be on our 
"wave length," and urge them to contact us for more of the same. 

Carry on the fight to free our White people from the shackles of 
alien domination, even if you can only Join our ranks In spirit. You 
can provide for this by bequest. The following are suggested forms 
of bequests which you may Include In your Last Will and Testament; 

1.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dletz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell 
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the sum of $ . . . 
. . . . for general purposes. 

2.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dletz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell 
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the following, 
described property for general purposes. 

DO YOUR PART TODAY-HELP FREE OUR WHITE 
RACE FROM ALIEN DOMINATION! 


